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ICT report pc specification a) Based on your hobby/project to briefly describe 

the ways in which the computer would be used (you are not to use more 

than 600 words for this). You should for example discuss the types of 

programs/packages that will be used. The computer will be used for study 

reasons and also to watch films, due to having a budget to maintain I felt it 

would have been expensive to put together a computer for multimedia and 

gaming purposes. 

Therefore I will be working closely with the budget and inspecting every 

component price. A computer system consists of hardware and software. 

Hardware is the equipment, which makes up the computer system. The 

Hardware will consists of Input devices such as keyboard and mouse, also 

output devices such as a monitor and backing storage devices such as CD 

drive, DVD drive. The hardware that I will use is: Mouse, Keyboard and 

Monitor. 

The internal component will consist of a motherboard, RAM, CPU, Hard disk, 

Power supply and graphics/video card. Not a single component of the 

computer system or a separate device will be pre-prepared for. The entire 

computer will be built from scratch upon the recommendation of those 

hardware devices that are necessary to the task. I will specify the 

components for the computer system which I will acquire a base unit and all 

internal components, a mouse and keyboard also any external CD or DVD 

drive needed for the system. I will also need to buy a monitor and a legal 

operating system. However I will not have to include external devices such 

as scanners, printers, USB memory sticks etc. 
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Also I won’t have to include any software e. g. MicrosoftWords, Photoshop 

other than an operating system. Besides the components that are required 

the computer will be used for project reasons, an indication of the types of 

programs/ packaging used to complete the task will include an operating 

system like Microsoft windows or Mac. 

In computing, an operating system is the system software responsible for the

direct control and management of hardware and basic system operations. 

Apart from installing the OS there is no clear definition written in the 

coursework specification about installing other software’s. Therefore the only

programmes that I will encounter are the operating system and the 

installation programmes from certain hardware components e. g. mouse and

keyboard. Read more: http://www. 

coursework. 

info/GCSE/Information___Communication_Technology/Hardware/A_computer_

system_consists_of_hardware_a_L98196. html#ixzz0Za9sQ1Ta B) Calculate 

your fixed budget (show calculations) and write it in your report. After 

reading the pc specification I have will complete building a computer system 

to that of a good standard, with ? 00 to spend plus the end 2 digits of my i. d 

card which is 000533237. 

A pinpoint amount of detail of the computer system describes just how 

accurate this specification must be. Unfortunately I have limited funds to 

build the pc, in fact I have ? 800 to spend plus the last two digits on my i. d 

card which is 000533237, in this case I will have an extra ? 37 to spend. To 

determine how much I have to spend i will use the following formula. For 
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example the budget with my id no 000533237 would be: ? 800 + ? 37 =? 37 

Therefore my total fixed budget to buy components for the pc is ? 837. 

MotherboardIntel= http://www. scan. co. uk/Products/Asus-P7P55D-E-PRO-

P55-Express-S1156-PCI-E-20-DDR3-2200(OC)-USB-30-SATA-6Gb-s-SATA-

RAID-ATX ? 146. 68 CPU intel= http://www. 

scan. co. uk/Products/Intel-Core-2-Duo-E8400-Wolfdale-Core-S775-30-GHz-

1333MHz-6MB-Cache-9x-Multiplier-Retail ? 119. 42 Power Supply= 

http://www. scan. co. 

uk/Products/700W-Storm-LPK19-35-120mm-Silent-Fan-24pin-plus4-pin-

plus12V-PSU-ATX-22 ? 25. 04 600W – 700W OverviewThese hi-engineered 

power supply units combine performance, reliability, and silent operation 

with significant energy saving, good for the environment and saves you 

money. Hi-efficiency means less energy waste. Greater than 80% efficiency 

even under extreme conditions. This also means these PSU’s save you 

money without loss of performance – putting money back in your pocket. 

Designed for all AMD and Intel based technology. SLi compatible PSU’s would

be suitable for Dual GPU systems, and EPS 12V PSU’s compatible with Dual 

CPU nd Dual Core systems. Sound card= http://www. scan. co. 

uk/Products/Creative-Sound-Blaster-Audigy-SE-71-OEM-PCI-Sound-card ? 24. 

15 Overview These devices are designed to provide the end user with the 

audio effects they require. Supporting a wide range of speaker configurations

from Stereo upto 7. 1 these provide the avid music lover, or gamer with the 

specialised effects, 3D enhancements and positioning required in todays 
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high-end media formats such as DVD films; Audio. Please refer to the 

products information for a full list of features that are supported. 

RAM= http://www. scan. co. uk/Products/4GB-(2x2GB)-Corsair-TwinX-XMS3-

DDR3-PC3-10666-(1333)-240-Pin-Non-ECC-Unbuffered-CAS-9-9-9-24 ? 87. 37 

DDR3 – (1066/1333Mhz) Overview Designed for today’s newest systems. 

DDR3 SDRAM is an improvement over its predecessor, DDR2 SDRAM. The 

primary benefit of DDR3 is the ability to transfer twice the data rate of DDR2,

thus enabling higher bus rates and higher peak rates than earlier memory 

technologies. Hard drive= http://www. scan. co. 

uk/Products/500-GB-Western-Digital-WD5001AALS-Caviar-Black-SATA-300-

7200-rpm-32MB-Cache-89-ms ? 43. 32 SATA 1 ; II – 250GB – 750GB Overview

These high capacity drives are designed to be used with todays newest 

connection – Serial ATA. Providing more bandwidth and advanced features 

such as NCQ, Staggered spin up and much more, these drives are ideal for 

todays systems which can have upto 8 SATA ports and support various RAID 

styles which are ideal for power users, people who want data security and 

much more. Please refer to the drives information for a full list of features. 

Remember the New SATA II Drives are backward compatible to SATA Dvd 

drive= http://www. 

scan. co. uk/Products/LG-GH22NP20-AUAU-22x-DVDR-12x-DVDDL-

DVDplusRW-x8-RW-x6-DVD-RAM-x12-IDE-Black-OEM ? 17. 76 Monitor= 

http://www. scan. co. 
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uk/Products/22-Viewsonic-VA2226W-Widescreen-Monitor-5-ms-DVI-VGA-

1680×1050-20001 ? 111. 88 LCD – 20″- 22″ 
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